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ABSTRACT
Generating real-world content for VR is challenging in terms of capturing and
processing at high resolution and high frame-rates. The content needs to represent a
truly immersive experience, where the user can look around in 360-degree view and
perceive the depth of the scene. The existing solutions only capture and offload the
compute load to the server. But offloading large amounts of raw camera feeds takes
longer latencies and poses difficulties for real-time applications. By capturing and
computing on the edge, we can closely integrate the systems and optimize for low
latency. However, moving the traditional stitching algorithms to battery constrained
device needs at least three orders of magnitude reduction in power. We believe that
close integration of capture and compute stages will lead to reduced overall system
power.
We approach the problem by building a hardware prototype and characterize
the end-to-end system bottlenecks of power and performance. The prototype has
6 IMX274 cameras and uses Nvidia Jetson TX2 development board for capture and
computation. We found that capturing is bottlenecked by sensor power and data-rates
across interfaces, whereas compute is limited by the total number of computations
per frame. Our characterization shows that redundant capture and redundant com-
putations lead to high power, huge memory footprint, and high latency. The existing
systems lack hardware-software co-design aspects, leading to excessive data transfers
across the interfaces and expensive computations within the individual subsystems.
Finally, we propose mechanisms to optimize the system for low power and low la-
tency. We emphasize the importance of co-design of different subsystems to reduce
and reuse the data. For example, reusing the motion vectors of the ISP stage reduces
the memory footprint of the stereo correspondence stage. Our estimates show that
pipelining and parallelization on custom FPGA can achieve real time stitching.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of AR/VR technologies there is an increasing demand to capture
real world content for immersive viewing experience. The real world content needs to
be captured from cameras and then processed to the format in which the content can
be viewed in AR/VR. The main characteristics of this content is to provide immersive
seamless experience where user can view in any direction as if they were teleported
to that location. In order to have such immersive experiences, we need to bridge the
gaps in several domains including optics, graphics, audio and video, etc. But during
this project we focus on capture systems for 360 degree video.
What does it means to have capture visually immersive real world scenes? Re-
searchers Cuervo et al. (2018) predict that we need very high resolution(16k) and
framerates(120+) to make the experience visually indistinguishable from reality. Cur-
rent 360 stereo video systems are used mainly designed for professional videography.
They consist of several camera(18 in google’s jump VR Richardt et al. (2017)) which
are bulky, and capture lot of data which will is offloaded and used to generate AR/VR
videos thereby limiting their usability. But in order to easily capture and share such
experiences we need also need to focus on usability and portability of the devices to
make 360 video mainstream in AR/VR.
We increase the usability and portability of the 360 devices if we can capture
and stitch the panorama on the same devices. Most of the software uses traditional
algorithms fit for offloading based approaches and doesn’t consider power budget for
implementing 360 capture using a low power portable device. 360 video is essential
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for VR, but capturing and stitching videos in real-time is limited by battery life.
In-order to tackle the challenge of capturing and stitching on the same device, we
study the system level bottlenecks in energy and performance by building a proto-
type. We characterize the system level bottlenecks in terms of performance per watt
and latency. Our findings suggest that the main reason for the inefficiency is caused
by building the system from off the shelf camera and traditional stitching algorithms.
Conventional 360 degree video is captured using a multi-camera rig and the expen-
sive stitching is offloaded to powerful machines. Although some systems exist where
stitching is done online, they are limited by output resolution, framerate and battery
life. We show that the inefficiencies in the pipeline are due to lack of hardware al-
gorithm co-design. In this paper we study the data flow of the stitching pipeline by
building a prototype using 6 camera system. We analyze the energy and performance
bottlenecks in the pipeline and analytically evaluate the proposed optimizations.
The document is organized as follows, in chapter two we discuss about the back-
ground and related work describing the general stitching pipeline for VR panorama
generation. In chapter three we present the evaluation results of the prototype sys-
tem design. We then discuss proposed optimizations in chapter four, and conclude in
chapter five.
The contributions of our work are as follows:
1) Build end-to-end system for capturing 360 degree video.
2) Characterize individual stage power and performance and highlight the bottlenecks
in the system.
3) Propose architectures to optimize end-to-end data flow and data abstractions
needed at sub-system level, i.e, optimizing the spatio-temporal redundancies in the
capture and computation.
2
Chapter 2
RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
2.1 Related Work
The methods of capturing omnidirectional stereo to capture environment maps
has been around for few decades and is well established in Peleg et al. (2001); Kang
et al. (2000); Ishiguro et al. (1990). But these techniques use rotating camera and
capture multiple viewpoints of 360 degree view to generate final stereoscopic output.
Such rotating setups can only be used for still captures. Others Richardt et al. (2013);
Ho and Budagavi (2017) show VR panorama generation using a mobile camera device
or with lesser number of cameras. But the first robust implementations of ODS video
stitching were demonstrated by Richardt et al. (2017); facebook (2017). But the
challenge with these and other commercial systems is that they are used only for
capture and stitching ODS is offloaded to either desktop or to cloud. The cloud
based stitching is not optimized for latency and power. Sending large amounts of
unprocessed frames to cloud takes longer time, and the need for compression and
decompression makes the real-time streaming solution difficult in offloading based
solutions. Also these solutions currently use several 1000’s of CPU’s, if not several
GPU’s in order to stitch ODS at 4k resolution. Such high compute resource is not
scalable to larger audience.
2.2 Background
In this section, we will discuss different types 360 videos, then the system level
overview and the data flow within the system. We provide some necessary background
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to understand the image stitching pipeline by visually showing the intermediate out-
puts.
2.2.1 Types of 360 degree videos
There are mainly ways three types of 360 capturing : monoscopic, Omni-directional
Stereo(ODS), and Light Field cameras. In this work we will focus on monoscopic and
ODS cameras.
Monoscopic 360 Degree
Fisheye lenses allow image sensors to capture images within an ultra-wide hemispheric
field of view. With two fisheye-lensed sensors that capture complementary fields of
view each of over 180°, the pair of captured images can be processed to achieve over
a spherical 360°x 180°area, as shown in 2.1 The equirectangular projection format
is a common format for 360°x 180°images, allowing remapping to other projections
for convenient viewing. To create equirectangular images, the paired fisheye capture
data goes though multiple stage, Viz, Projection Mapping, Correspondence(optical
flow), view synthesis, and compression.
(a) Pair of spherical fisheye images (b) Equirectangular projected output
Figure 2.1: A 360 degree capture and corresponding panorama
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Omni-directional Stereo(ODS)
ODS output consists of two panoramas one for each eye, and provide the binocular
stereo needed for perceiving depth information of the scene with respect to the view
point of capturing device. In order to generate such output, we need to capture stereo
information from all the viewing directions. Instead of capturing from all the viewing
directions, we capture in certain directions, equally distributed over the 360 degree
viewing angle and later process them to get the virtual camera viewpoints. We finally
get the two panoramas(one for each eye), which helps see the 360 view with depth.
The inputs and outputs can be seen in 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Left side of the picture shows the multi-view point capture and the right
side shows the two ODS panorama, one for each eyes.
2.2.2 Stages in ODS Stitching
The inputs of the ODS system are fisheye images and the outputs are two stereo
panoramas. We will need multiple view points so that we can capture both in 360 and
in depth. But at high level both for monoscopic and stereoscopic we need to go though
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the same stages for generating output viz., Projection Mapping, Correspondence,
blending, compression.
Projection Mapping
The equirectangular images shown in 2.3 are populated by sourcing image pixels from
the fisheye images along a (spherical coordinate to polar coordinate) projection map.
As projected pixel coordinates typically fall between integer pixel coordinates, the
algorithm typically either pulls a nearest-neighbor pixel or a bilinear combination of
a neighborhood of pixels.
Figure 2.3: Equirectangular Projection of different fisheye images with offsets showing
where they belong in the final ODS panorama.
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Stereo Correspondence
As the two fisheye cameras do not precisely occupy the same point in space, objects
at the edges of fisheye images appear in different positions in the images, dependent
on their distances from the camera. This phenomenon is called the parallax effect. To
ensure that objects appear properly, a correspondence algorithm identifies matching
visual features across image pairs, warping the projection to reduce object seams in
the image. For ODS, we need dense stereo correspondence between the adjacent views
to generate novel views as shown in 2.4. We generate the stereo correspondence using
spatial optical flow, i.e the optical flow between adjacent cameras. The optical flow
signifies how far or how near a point is from the capture rig.
View Synthesis
The ODS needs novel camera views so that it can collect rays from all the directions.
But as we have limited number of cameras, we can use these camera views and the
dense stereo correspondences to generate the novel views which represent the images
taken if there was a camera in between.
Blending
Even after projection and correspondence suggest image overlay coordinates, intensity
variations from misalignments still occur between the two projected images at the
stitching boundary. The blending stage combines the images through a weighted sum
of pixel values to generate a seamless 360°image with a smooth transition.
Compression
To reduce the bandwidth at the capture, networking, or storage interface, images
can be compressed into representations that use smaller file sizes. Lossy compression
7
Figure 2.4: From the overlapping view of adjacent views, we get stereo disparity, i.e
how far each point is away from the camera.
schemes, e.g., JPEG/MPEG, allow dramatic reductions in file size by discarding
information that is considered to be perceptibly irrelevant.
2.3 System Overview and Data Flow
The end to end system consist of four main stages : image sensor, image signal
processor(ISP), processor, and Off-chip memory, as shown in 2.5 The image sensor
captures raw images, which are processed by ISP to generate RGB images and the
DRAM supports for storage of images and data for all the above stages. The ISP is
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typically integrated with the processor SoC, and Camera and DRAM are implemented
in separate chips.
Figure 2.5: System overview, the Camera, ISP, Processor and Storage.
Hardware
We have 3 major components, the cameras, the support rig and the evaluation plat-
form. For capture we use six cameras with 2k resolution and 30 fps. The table 2.1
shows the specs of the cameras used for prototype design. The rig is designed with
precision using laser cutting a hard cardboard. For capturing and computation we
use Nvidia Jetson TX2 board.
Software
For camera capture we use the libargus camera api provided by Nvidia. For stitching
we adapt the facebook surround 360 to work on our platform.
9
Figure 2.6: Camera capture rig and the evaluation platform
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Cameras
Type Sony IMx274
Output Image Size Diagonal 7.20 mm (Type 1 / 2.5) aspect ratio 16:9
Number of Effective Pixels 3864 (H) x 2202 (V) approx. 8.51M pixels
Unit cell size 1.62 um (H) x 1.62 um (V)
Hardware
Board Nvidia Jetson TX2
CPU Quad-core ARM A57
ISP 1200 Million Pix/Sec
Software
OS Ubuntu 16.04
Stitching Facebook surround 360
Implementation c++, openCV
Table 2.1: Prototype Specifications
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Chapter 3
CHARACTERIZATION
The goal of the work is to characterize the energy and latency of end-to-end ODS
camera systems and propose optimizations. As the existing ODS camera systems are
built from off the shelf camera devices and use the conventional stitching algorithms,
they capture redundant data and perform redundant computations. The main chal-
lenge in ODS panorama generation is to understand the data flow across the system
and to make decisions on data abstractions needed at different subcomponents to
reduce the total system power and latency.
We classify our findings into two categories, i.e the reasons for high energy and
high latency. For high energy or power consumption, we divide into following three
categories
• Redundant Capture, and Computations
• High Data rates across interfaces
• Huge memory footprint
For high latency we analyze,
• Effect of sequential execution on stage and sub-stage latencies.
3.1 Measurement Methodology
Jetson has INA3221 monitors and I2C capabilities to read voltage, current and
power for different rails on the SOC and IO. For evaluation we measure the absolute
energy of the system and the difference between the idle and active state for individual
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stages of the pipeline. We also use NVIDIA Tegra stats command to check the clock
frequencies of different components like CPU, GPU, Memory Controller for validation.
The latency of the camera capture and ISP is defined by the framerate (i.e through-
put), where for computation stages we measure the latencies in terms of CPU runtime
of individual software components in the stitching pipeline. One of the critical com-
ponents of stitching pipeline is optical flow which can take several seconds to compute
each output frame on low power embedded CPU. Therefore for realistic estimation of
optical flow for accelerator based design, we measure the power and latency of optical
flow implementation on Zynq FPGA board.
3.2 Energy Characterization
We first highlight the overall system energy profile. For the calculating the energy
for frame in the above table, the camera capture is configured to 1920x1080 resolution
at 30 fps, and the output resolution is 3k. We then explain about the key findings
discussed in the introduction of this chapter.
Individual stage energy
Subsystem Current(mA) Voltage(mV) Energy( mJ/frame)
Sony IMX-274 (Camera) 375.4 3336 41.7
ISP+CODEC (TX2) 102.7 19152 65.6
ARM-A57(Cap. + Stitch*) 16.4 + 120* 19144 10.5 + 36,736
DRAM (Cap. + Stitch*) 260.4 + 105* 4792 41.6 + 1680
Table 3.1: Energy Characterization of Individual Stages
Note*: As seen in the above table 3.1, the stitching in software is highly expensive
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for CPU,and DRAM blocks, i.e the computation stage energy dominates the capture
stage. CPU runtime to render each output frame of 3k is 16 sec, which increases
the both the energy and end-to-end latency. The other options include using GPU’s,
FPGA, ASIC’s. Therefore, we approximate the energy and latency for FPGA based
accelerator based on Xilinx’s implementation of optical flow on Zynq board, discussed
in chapter5.
Redundant Capture
Natural images are redundant and but sensors are not smart to capture only the
variations of the scene. Instead sensors capture and convert all the pixels for all
the temporal frames. This leads to redundant conversion cycles by ADC’s inside the
sensor. It is therefore important to reuse the previous data to reduce the conversion
cycles of the ADC to reduce the sensor power.
High Data rates across interfaces
As shown in the 3.2, the interfaces consume about one third of total power during
capture. The high data rates lead lead to higher power consumption. But having
compression near sensor and decompression near ISP will increase to high latency
and may increase the sub-system power. A neat technique is to use the co-design of
ISP with the interface encoding schemes. The ISP has Bayer statistics for different
regions of the image. As the temporal frames are redundant, the Bayer statistics can
be used for encoding CSI interface data efficiently.
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Figure 3.1: X axis shows the variations of pixels across 1000 consecutive frames, Y
axis shows total number of pixels with a particular variation
Huge Memory Footprint
The existing offloading based solutions have high memory footprint. One of the main
reason being the inability to reuse the data generated by different subsystems. For
example, during optical flow we load the current and previous image frames just to
compute motion vector data. But this data is already available in ISP stage. Having
data abstractions to reuse such data can reduce the memory requirement by up to 50
%.
15
Figure 3.2: Chart showing the distribution of power of different components during
capture and storage.
Redundant Computations
Similar to the sensor capture, the stitching algorithms perform lot of redundant mem-
ory access and computations. Even though only few pixels change between frames,
the existing algorithms compute over the entire image for every frame. Building
custom hardware with fine power gating can be used to reduce the activity of the
computation units where the there is no motion across frames.
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3.3 Latency Characterization
Individual Stage latency
For camera system and ISP stages the stage latency is derived from throughput, i.e
inverse of fps. The end to end latency is as given in NVIDIA camera API documen-
tation, which is one frame latency for camera stage, and one for ISP stage.
We measure the latency of computation in terms of CPU runtime. The optical
flow, view synthesis and image sharpening stages take 98% of total CPU runtime.
The CPU implementation takes 24 seconds for generating output at 6k resolution, of
which optical flow generation consumes nearly 70 % of runtime. We therefore focus
on reducing the optical flow stage which dominates not just in terms of latency but
also in power consumption.
Optical flow runtime breakdown
The individual stages and the sub-stages of computation are sequential, leading to
higher runtimes. By pipelining the different pyramid computation stages of optical
flow, we can reduce the latency to 0.1 seconds from 16 seconds as shown in 3.3.
3.4 Design Scalability
Runtime scalability with the resolution
As discussed in chapter 2 related work, the resolution required for next generation
VR is at-least 16k and frame-rates greater than 120. For our evaluation, we assume
that energy scales linear with frame-rate and focus our evaluation on scalability of
increasing resolution. We can see in fig that even the runtime scales almost linearly
with the resolution. Notice that optical flow dominates the total runtime, followed
by view synthesis and image sharpening. We also measure the frequencies of CPU,
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Figure 3.3: X-axis shows the pyramid level and Y-axis shows the runtime for OF
DRAM controller with increasing resolution and observe [linear] dependency of clock
frequency on the resolution.
The main takeaway is that the existing hardware and software scale linearly with
the increasing resolution and framerate, which is bad considering the VR panorama
requirements. We therefore propose directions to exploit the spatio-temporal redun-
dancies within the frame and across the frames to reduce the data flow and compu-
tation. We propose rasterbuffer based design to decrease the chip resources, and use
data abstractions at different hardware IP blocks to share data to reduce temporal
redundancies(eg. motion vectors from ISP can be used by optical flow stage, thereby
removing the necessity to store previous frames and recomputation of motion data at
a later time. The same motion vectors can be used to encode spatial frame data to
reduce redundant data transfer).
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Figure 3.4: CPU execution time of different compute stages. X axis has different
sub-stages in optical flow and Y axis correspond to energy per frame.
Resource scalability with the resolution
We measure the DRAM capacity and bandwidth needs as we increase the resolution
as a parameter for resource scalability. Higher capacity indicates the need for better
encoding schemes and high bandwidth can indicate the temporal redundancy in the
data, thereby increasing the bandwidth requirement. For 3k, 4k, 6k and 8k output
resolution.
Although we built a system where all the cameras are capturing at same resolution
and framerate at a given time, we expect the future cameras make these decisions
dynamically to save power. Therefore, we measure the efficiency of capture and ISP
processing at different modes of operation and measure the efficiency of capture and
processing in power consumed per pixel at different modes.
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Figure 3.5: Energy Efficiency of Camera ISP Stages in different configurations
3.5 Different sensor configurations for energy efficiency and quality
Saving sensor power
As the ODS consist of several cameras, it makes sense to reconfigure or turn cameras
or off based on the application needs and the scene dynamics. If the camera is
not moving and certain portions of the camera views are static, the cameras can be
reconfigured dynamically to reduce framerate, resolution, or even turn them on and
off as per the needs. We observed that the reconfiguration latency is one frame delay
if there are no outstanding requests, and if there are pending camera requests, they
will be served first before requesting the frame with new configuration.
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Improving quality of images in low lighting
The optical flow works well when the image is has high dynamic range. It is possible
that some of the regions in the 360 degree view can be in low lightning, while other
are in good lightning conditions. In such cases the stitching fails and can have severe
artifacts. We can improve the dynamic range of the particular cameras in low light-
ning by reconfiguring the camera exposure time dynamically. But such approaches
do not consider the end to end latency of the cameras and camera movements. To
account for camera movements, IMU sensor data can be used to make the camera
configuration decisions independent of CPU to accelerate the reconfiguration tasks.
The figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the differences in low light capture with and without
brightness correction.
Figure 3.6: Image intensity histogram for low lightning conditions
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Figure 3.7: Image intensity histogram for good lightning conditions
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Chapter 4
PROPOSED OPTIMIZATIONS
Based on the characterization of end-to-end system pipeline we can group the pro-
posed optimizations into two categories, i.e, to optimize for low power and another for
low latency. For low power we talk about techniques to reduce sensor power and then
about spatio-temporal data reuse during computation. For reducing the compute
latency we talk about use of pipelining and parallelism and the expected benefits.
4.0.1 Techniques for Low Power
Reducing the ADC Power
In a multi-camera system, the combined power of sensors becomes a critical bottle-
neck. Most typical image sensors are not intelligent to compute over the only the
changing pixels. The temporal frames have high amount of redundancy, when there
is less motion of camera and/or the objects in the scene. Therefore it is possible to
have different modes of camera operation through which we can save power. The
different modes could be reducing the resolution and frame-rates, which are explored
in previous works Hu et al. (2018). In addition to such optimizations, we propose the
adaptability of camera’s ADC circuitry to save power even further.
A camera capturing 4k, 30fps typically consumes 500mW of power, and the ADC
contributes to 60% of total sensor power. We observed the dynamic range is smaller
for local regions which in frame, i.e, the pixels will have same most significant bits
(MSB) and only vary for the least significant bits (LSB). This information can be used
to reduce the number of ADC conversion cycles in a SAR like ADC’s. The conversions
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can only start for the last few bits thereby reducing ADC conversion cycles by more
than 50%. It should also be noted that the voltage swings for resolving MSB bits is
higher than the LSB bits. Therefore there is extra savings in terms of reducing the
voltage swing. But when the predicted starting point of ADC conversion goes wrong,
the conversion should start for MSB bit.
Reducing Camera Serial Interface Power
The sensor interface power consumes about 17% of total system power during capture.
Currently the interfaces stream the raw camera data to ISP. But this power can also
be reduced by using light weight compression techniques and encoding using Huffman
encoding. But in order to be able to use Huffman encoding, we need the entropy of the
data. As the recent ISPs have a Bayer statistics accelerator embedded inside them,
we can easily generate the approximate entropy of frame for various regions. Such
co-design techniques should drastically reduce the interface power and even enhance
the effective number of pixels transmitted for a given channel bandwidth.
Improving the data abstractions across sub-systems
The existing system pipeline consist of multiple subsystems that are not optimized
for data sharing to optimize the system globally. For example, the motion vectors
are computed during ISP stage, but as there results are abstracted away from other
blocks like compute stage, it increase the overall memory footprint and extra compu-
tation cycle in compute stage. Similarly, the image statistics generated by ISP stage
can be used for optimizing the sensor and sensor interface power. Sensor power can
be optimized by providing the region of pixel values for the ADC, and entropy infor-
mation of frame statistics at ISP can be used to encode the interface power without
extra cost for generating the entropy information at the sensor end.
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4.0.2 Techniques for Low Latency
The camera and ISP stages are optimized in hardware generating realtime inputs
needed for ODS stitching. So the main contributor for latency is the computation of
dense stereo correspondence and the view synthesis stages. We estimate the latency
reduction of applying the techniques like pipelining and parallelization in the following
sub-sections.
Pipelined and Parallelized Execution
The main source for high latency is the sequential execution of different stages and
sub-stages of the stitching pipeline. The stitching pipeline consist of stages like pro-
jection, optical flow and view synthesis which are sequentially executed. Pipelining
the stages by would bring the latency to max of the latencies of the individual stages,
which is 16 sec of the optical flow. The optical flow again consist of computing re-
sults for multiple pyramids, which maximum latency of higher level of pyramid comes
around 0.1 sec. By pipelining we can bring down the latency from 16 seconds to 0.1
second. We estimate these numbers from SDSoC (2017) implementation of dense
stereo optical flow reference design. In the next section we discuss how to go from
0.1 sec to real time in the range of 30 fps.
All the tasks in existing software pipeline can be accelerated using multiple cores.
The dense optical flow for 4k resolution on FPGA takes only 17 milliseconds compared
to 16 seconds by CPU implementation. We use Zynq (2017) to approximate the
compute power for ODS generation at 6k resolution and 30 fps, which is 5.4 Watt.
An ASIC implementation of the same design should further bring down the power to
the order of 1 Watt. Therefore, the total system power including capture will be in
the range of 3-5 Watts for 6k output ODS resolution.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
Real world content generation for VR is an emerging research problem. VR con-
tent needs to capture 360 degree views and 3D immersive experiences. The existing
360 camera devices have portable camera rigs that capture and offload the expensive
computation to cloud, or powerful desktops. This limits the scalability of stitching
operation and increases the end-to-end latency. But performing capture and gener-
ating the VR panorama on the same device is computationally expensive. Our work
focuses on characterizing the energy and latency of end-to-end Omni-directional(OD)
Camera systems. Through the rigorous process of building prototype and evaluating
the power and latency of the system, we found that by reusing and reducing the data
across different stages of pipeline, we can optimize the system for power. By pipelin-
ing and parallelizing the compute in hardware, we can reduce the latency. With
proposed optimizations on a ASIC implementation, total system power will be in the
order of 3-5 Watts and end-to-end system latency in the order of 100ms, making low
power realtime stitching possible.
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